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SENSOR LD/\D KIT INST/\LL/\TION GUIDE 

Sae J560 and Jl067 Wiring Circuits 
Note: Trailer trackers are shipped with NO 
charge on the internal battery. The trailer must 
be attached to a truck for it to be powered; it 
takes 24-48 hours to completely charge the 
internal battery. 

Terminal Color Lamp and Signal Circuits 

Note: It is imperative that the unit's wiring is 
connected to pins that will be powered by ALL trucks in 
your fleet. Use a multimeter to check the connection 
coming from your trucks to verify how your trucks are 
wired. If a large percentage of your trucks do not provide 
power to the auxiliary power pin (7) you may consider 
wiring the units to the marker lights. (Under this scenario 
the device will ONLY receive external power when the 
lights are on. If you use this method, we strongly 
recommend you have your drivers always drive with their 
lights on.) 
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White Ground return to towing vehicle 

Black Clearance, side marker, 

Yellow Left turn signal and hazard lamps 

Red Stop lamps and antilock devices 

Green Right turn signal 

Brown Tail and license plate lamps 

Blue Auxiliarv 

WARNING: IT IS IMPORTANT THAT ALL WIRING CONNECTIONS ARE SECURE AND WATERTIGHT FOR 
RELIABLE OPERATION OF THE UNIT. 

Prior to the initial powering of the unit, move the vehicle outside, so that the GPS receiver can receive 
signals from the GPS satellites. 
Upon initial power-up of the Asset Tracker the LEDs start flashing on the side of the unit to 
determine if the unit is powered on. If the LED is not flashing after 60seconds, check the power 
connections. 
The statuses of the LED's are below 

WHITE= DATA 

BLACK= GROUND 

BLUE = ENABLE 

RED= OUT 

STATUS LED DEFINITIONS 

Orange LED Status 
Cellular Communications 

Blinking - Tracker on, searching for wireless 
signal 

Patterned Blinking - Signal acquired, unit trying 

to 

establish connection to the communication 
server 

Solid - 2-way communication link with the 

communication server established 
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Green LED Status 
GPS Communications 

Blinking - GPS on, searching for satellite signal 

Solid - GPS lock established 
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Overview 

Introducing the newest innovation in container transport, the Smart Load Sensing Kit! This allows you to see if, 
when, and where a container is loaded onto or unloaded from a chassis. The sensor kit utilizes a powered laser 
and infrared technology to pick up any sized container loaded onto the chassis. 

The Asset Tracker is attached to the chassis and wired into the taillight harness so that the battery is 
automatically recharged when a truck connects to the chassis. Simply mount sensor along rear half of the 
chassis at a 45-degree angle and connect it to the asset tracker. 

Mounting Guide 

The sensor must be installed around a 45-degree angle to shield itself from weather and debris. Be sure to keep 
sensor clear and clean of any potential debris or objects that would cause the sensor to not effectively sense the 
container. 

The sensor is weatherproof and meant to withstand pressure washdowns up to 1200psi. Mounting the sensor at 
a 45-deg ree angle is necessary for correct operation of the device. 

The sensor can detect an object from approximately one foot away from the lens. Mount the sensor near the top 
of the chassis where it will not be damaged, but effectively read the chamber. If mounted midway, the sensor 
will be able to work on a 10' container or 16' container. 

Sensor Wiring and Specs 

Connect the Sensor Black wire to the Asset Tracker Blue wire 
Connect the Sensor Brown wire to the chassis Power wire 
Connect the Sensor Blue wire to the negative/ground 
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